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Abstract

Community engagement has been named a research priority by the National Institutes of Health, and scholars are calling for community engagement as an approach to address racism and equity in science. Robust community-engaged research can improve research quality, increase inclusion of traditionally marginalized populations, broaden the impact of findings on real-life situations, and is particularly valuable for underexplored research topics. The goal of this paper is to describe lessons learned and best practices that emerged from community engagement in a multi-institution population health research consortium. We describe how a foundation was laid to enable community-engaged research activities in the consortium, using a staged and stepped process to build and embed multi-level community-engaged research approaches. We staged our development to facilitate (a) awareness of community engagement among consortium members, (b) the building of solidarity and alliances, and (c) the initiation of long-term engagement to allow for meaningful research translation. Our stepped process involved strategic planning; building momentum; institutionalizing engagement into the consortium infrastructure; and developing, implementing, and evaluating a plan. We moved from informal, one-time community interactions to systematic, formalized, capacity-building reciprocal engagement. We share our speed bumps and troubleshooting that inform our recommendations for other large research consortia—including investing the time it takes to build up community engagement capacity, acknowledging and drawing on strengths of the communities of interest, assuring a strong infrastructure of accountability for community engagement, and grounding the work in anti-racist principles.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) have named community engagement (CE) in research as a priority (Kimmel et al., 2019; NIDDK, 2021; NIDDK, 2023; McCloskey et al., 2011). Calls for CE in research align with the broad call for anti-racist science that recognizes the role research enterprises and researchers have had in consciously and implicitly continuing overt and systemic racism in research framing and practices. (Boyd et al., 2020; Ford et al., 2018; Headen et al., 2022; Jones, 2018; Yonas et al., 2006). Building CE into clinical, translational, and transdisciplinary research is one strategy to conduct responsive and rigorous research grounded in engagement, equity, and anti-racist thinking. Strong and sustained CE can improve the relevance of our research, ensure that we meet the needs of populations, increase inclusion and consideration of those facing inequities and who are marginalized, and improve credibility and generalizability of findings (Kim et al., 2020). It can also inform and support the success of future dissemination activities. Community-engaged research is particularly valuable in research topics for which less is known scientifically—where lived experience is critical for understanding the challenge—and for many health-promotion endeavors (McCloskey et al., 2011).

Large research consortia are increasingly interested in community-engaged approaches. Yet, it can be challenging and time-consuming for consortia to integrate and implement CE practices into their research frameworks, activities, and deliverables, particularly if not all investigators are familiar with or comfortable with CE. Community-engaged transdisciplinary research requires building trust among academic investigators from varied disciplines as well as trust between academic and community partners (Alang et al., 2021) to generate new scientific
discovery (Barkin et al., 2013). This trust needs to be multi-directional, which can be difficult due to power structures, differential valuing of expertise (between academic and community as well as across disciplines), and the history of racist and discriminatory practices of institutions, research enterprises, and researchers (Coombe et al., 2020; Jagosh et al., 2015; Lucero et al., 2020; Wallerstein et al., 2020).

Research Context

The Prevention of Lower Urinary Tract Symptoms (PLUS) Research Consortium was launched in 2015 with a mission to conduct research on prevention of lower urinary tract symptoms and promote bladder health among diverse populations of women (Harlow et al., 2018). PLUS is a transdisciplinary consortium that includes research expertise in clinical, public health, and population health across eight clinical sites (i.e., research centers) and a scientific and data coordinating center, all within academic institutions across the Unites States. A steering committee, with voting members comprised of all principal investigators and the NIDDK project scientist, meets regularly to set research agendas and consortium policies. All investigators and community stakeholders who serve as investigators within PLUS are encouraged to contribute during each steering committee meeting.

An early aim of PLUS was to lay a foundation that brought strategic socio-ecologic and health-equity thinking into how PLUS research was conceived, created, and operationalized, and ensure that resulting research met the concerns of people who identified as women and girls (Brady et al., 2018). Our foundational research endeavor, which has informed our subsequent research, was a robust national qualitative study to gain insight into experiences around bladder functioning and behaviors (Low et al., 2019). Ultimately, PLUS intends to produce scientifically based evidence that informs interventions on multiple socio-ecological levels (societal to individual) to promote bladder health among women and girls. PLUS is in its ninth year of NIH funding.

Although this transdisciplinary approach fosters input from many different disciplines, PLUS on the whole did not have embedded community-engaged principles or processes planned at the very start. Investigators within PLUS with prior CE experiences advocated early on for the value of CE and employing best principles and mechanisms. This expertise was leveraged within the consortium to encourage a wider embrace of CE to advance the mission of bringing community voices and experience to the center of a research process focused on bladder health.

In this article, we critically examine the PLUS approach to CE and discuss a) how investigators built CE research principles into the consortium infrastructure, b) how this infrastructure was used to integrate CE activities into many aspects of PLUS research and dissemination, and c) the successes and challenges experienced once strategies were applied, and how they were addressed. We offer lessons learned and assert that anti-racist CE is not only possible in such a setting, but essential to rigorous and responsible health-equity study design to ensure that research activity is feasible, inclusive, important, useful, and acceptable to the people at the center of our research aims. Community members were not engaged in research as participants, therefore no ethics approval was required for the activities presented here.

Getting Started: Building CE Infrastructure

At some of our first meetings, many PLUS Research Consortium members recognized the need to engage community members to integrate their expertise into the overarching work of the consortium, and the importance of authentic engagement to improve the impact of our research. There was, however, wide variation in comfort, capacity, and competency in CE across the members of the consortium, reflective of the diversity of experience among the researchers. Not all centers included expertise and experience with CE research at the start, and only one center had included co-investigators from outside academia. With a multi-disciplinary team of researchers, diverse research centers, and varying levels of CE familiarity and capacity, it became clear that we needed to develop a common mission and plan for how community engagement could be integrated into PLUS research. This included establishing shared understandings and a strong foundation in order to advance our CE methodologies and achieve our goals. The CE leaders planned a staged and stepped approach to bolster the role of CE in our research methods, starting with engaging community partners to inform foundational research activities and building a multi-level (local and national) engagement infrastructure with center-specific and consortium-wide components.
Methods: A Staged and Stepped Process to Build and Embed Engaged Approaches

Early on, the CE leads realized it was important to proceed carefully to create shared understandings and language, and nurture CE participation and commitment so that we could sustain engagement across all PLUS centers for the duration of the consortium. We staged our development to facilitate initial awareness of CE, build solidarity and alliances for trust-building and credibility, and initiate of long-term engagement that would allow for meaningful translation of PLUS research into impact and action. Our process included: (1) strategic planning to identify a vision for CE in PLUS and engage key cross-consortium leadership; (2) building momentum by addressing awareness, comfort, commitment, and competencies for engaged research; (3) embedding processes that sustained CE into consortium infrastructure through structures, policies, and resource allocation (including additional expertise in CE); (4) developing, implementing, and evaluating CE activities across all PLUS research to actualize our vision.

We also used a stepped implementation approach that moved from informal and one-time community interactions to systematic, formalized, capacity-building reciprocal engagement. We describe our trajectory in building an infrastructure that formalized and sustained systems for both short- and long-term engagement with diverse community partners.

Step 1: Strategic Planning

Setting a vision. We started by defining a vision for how CE in PLUS could look and function, anchored in the perspective outlined by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) that the populations affected by research should be invited to actively contribute throughout the entire study process (McCloskey et al., 2011). We sought to achieve an approach to CE that was “fit for purpose,” grounded in the scientific evidence base of CE and also acceptable to the developmental needs of the consortium (O’Mara-Eves et al., 2013). We drew from theoretical underpinnings that posit that engaging those impacted by the phenomena of interest in the investigation and solution generation increases the rigor and relevancy of the work while attending to issues of justice, fairness, and capacity building. We adopted engagement mechanisms that were efficacious and suited our unique developmental and practical needs (Chávez et al., 2008; Chávez et al., 2007; Freire, 1968/2018; Wallerstein & Duran, 2003).

Our vision and strategic plan were co-developed with investigators and research coordinators across centers and from different disciplines through discussion and consensus building. The PLUS Community-Engagement Toolkit was developed and presented to the consortium in year two (2019) and included a CE organizational structure, principles guiding our CE approach, and strategies for research centers to start CE activities. We developed a CE Statement of Value when we introduce the toolkit:

CE Statement of Value: CE is important to all PLUS studies and related dissemination and goals. While research protocols help ensure quality research data, community-engaged review and feedback provide an additional perspective in the research process. CE insight adds relevance and cultural rigor and ensures that research activity is feasible, important, useful, and acceptable to the people our research aims to help and other stakeholders necessary to effect change. A CE review of proposed and ongoing research helps verify and enhance the likelihood that study results and interpretation are grounded in community experience and can ultimately inform bladder health promotion and related public health and medical practice. (PLUS Research Consortium, 2019)

Developing clear guiding aims, principles, and a strategic plan. Meaningful sustained collaborations require clear aims and a deliberate and resourced strategic approach (Ahmed & Palermo, 2010; Anderson et al., 2012). Our multi-tiered CE approach is guided by five aims: (1) PLUS research will be relevant to broad community needs and outcomes; (2) study findings and interpretations will be grounded in community experience and understanding, and are relevant and credible within community members’ experiences; (3) PLUS research centers will have the ability to build public support for research, future action, and intervention,
and solicit recommendations from constituent communities; (4) PLUS will identify and cultivate community partners over time who will help enable the consortium to collect high-quality evidence that can inform bladder health promotion and related public health and clinical care; and (5) PLUS will efficiently and effectively disseminate information and findings across clinical, scientific, and community-member audiences. The plan drew from best-practice CE literature and included increasing levels of engagement with a range of activities and representation from different identities and experiences, a CE leadership group, intentional involvement of population- and community-centric investigators across consortium subcommittees, research to build our social infrastructure in the communities we engaged with, and working with research coordinators and site-specific CE specialists (Aday et al., 2015; O’Mara-Eves et al., 2013). Our strategic plan is shown in Figure 1.

**Step 2: Building Up—Assess and Grow Comfort, Competency, and Commitment**

Building CE in PLUS required examination of whom to engage and how, paired with internal consortium member education to raise awareness of engagement approaches and generate buy-in and support to obtain CE resources.

With our focus on bladder health, we wanted wider engagement than disease- or symptom-focused groups, so we needed to engage broad and strategic representation of people who identify as women or girls. We also knew we would be introducing a kind of academic expertise for which there is implicit bias in the academy, and few models of how to level this power imbalance (Del Pino et al., 2016). After gaining initial buy-in (and resources) during years one and two, the CE leads convened a series of presentations and conversations at all-consortium meetings to establish a shared language and understanding of best practices for community-engaged research. Presentations introduced evidence and strategies for engaging community members across all PLUS research centers. In the early years, CE presentations were a consistent agenda item during all-consortium meetings as continuing education to keep investigators and team members aware of ongoing and planned CE activities.

While not unexpected in a clinical research environment steeped in hierarchy and scarce resources, we needed to address doubts and misconceptions around CE research and its value for the work of the consortium. These interactive discussions encouraged questions, aiming to create a safe space for open conversation and appreciating the learning and adoption curve. The CE team encouraged moving away from unidirectional
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**Figure 1.** Early Strategic Plan for Community Engagement in the PLUS Consortium
approaches (“us talking to them”) or spotlights on narrow topics (e.g., study recruitment) and toward openness to community input and bidirectional conversation (Hebert-Beirne et al., 2018). These sessions also addressed skepticism around how CE enhances rigor and impact; differences between qualitative research and CE; and inclusion, equity, and representation in CE research. As we progressed, we also addressed hesitancy around incorporating community feedback (particularly when it contrasts with research plans or investigator ideas). At the same time, the CE team was open to learning from colleagues new to CE. This joint learning approach helped us continue to identify areas for improvement. Out of this, we have built and continue to refine the PLUS Community-Engagement Toolkit; a living document that grows and evolves as our research and engagement continues, and includes policies and processes for CE in PLUS, CE best practices, and CE strategies adapted for PLUS centers.

A critical part of building momentum was the acknowledgement and acceptance that different PLUS research centers had different levels of expertise and capacity for engagement, and that their approaches to engagement would necessarily be adapted to local context, norms, and customs. Our toolkit is designed to work with that adaptation and localization for common goals and questions. All sites used similar strategies and question prompts in their community engagement, but each site adds local flavor and ways of working best with their community members. This valuation of local expertise is a thread throughout all our work and a key to our success.

An early step in building knowledge and experience with CE was to hold informal community conversations. These were designed to align with methodologic and ethical guidelines of consulting communities and provided paths for investigators new to CE to enter into conversations with community members about bladder health and PLUS research (Dickert & Sugarman, 2005; Joosten et al., 2015). Community conversations were generally informal with established or new community partners, beginning with a short presentation about PLUS followed by facilitated discussion about bladder health and research needs. These provided foundational experience and exposure for center investigators at the local level, added perspective on how bladder concerns were experienced, and created the roots of relationships and strategies that would evolve into deeper engagement.

Step 3: Embed CE into Consortium Infrastructure
While we value localization and adaptation of CE approaches across centers, we also recognize the need for coordination and cohesion across our universities to increase organizational capacity and collective synergy toward our common goals (Lasker et al., 2001). We leveraged boundary-spanning theory—in particular, social closeness and task orientation—to embed CE into consortium activities and ensure consistent application (Weerts & Sandmann, 2010). For CE to strengthen all of our consortium research, we needed clear and formal infrastructure and we needed resources to ensure that CE was authentic and followed best practices. This meant difficult conversations about where CE ‘sat’ in our organizational structure and priorities for resource allocation. Ultimately CE grew from a temporary workgroup to a formal and standing subcommittee that is responsible for organizing and implementing engagement and linking with community partners. It is comprised of a transdisciplinary group of PLUS investigators and research coordinators with experience or interest in community-engaged research and has representatives from all research centers. Investigators who identify with and serve specific communities—including the lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and queer (LGBTQ) communities and the general community—are also members of the CE subcommittee.

To formalize and mobilize engagement, the founding co-chairs proposed a budget for the resources needed to implement and sustain CE, including salary support for a CE coordinator. Budgetary support for the coordinator and site-specific CE personnel was approved by the consortium leadership in year two and included in subsequent-year grant budgets. This formal recognition and resource allocation was a critical first step to get centers to hire personnel with protected time dedicated for CE and compensate community partners for their expertise. Over time, this has led centers to bring on additional co-investigators with experience and expertise in community relationships and engagement.

Once capacity was growing, we needed infrastructure so that researchers across the consortium could access and benefit from our strong and growing CE culture. We worked with the coordinating center to develop a RedCap form for researchers to request input from the CE subcommittee or from our partners. This system facilitated the assessment of our CE
activities and created a tracking system to know how and when our research initiatives were engaging with community.

**Step 4: Develop and Implement CE Activities**

Once resources were allocated and structure was outlined, we had to refine and implement our engagement activities (a list of CE mechanisms is shown in Table 1). We had started with community conversations to get informal feedback on general directions, as outlined in Step 1: Strategic Planning. As resources were shifted toward CE, a team of CE specialists (dedicated community-oriented staff at each research center) worked to build and maintain relationships with local community members and stakeholders through additional community conversations (i.e., informal discussions), information sessions (i.e., question-and-answer sessions with health experts); and other collaborative relationship-building events. Partnerships emerged from new and existing relationships with people interested in bladder health. Formal and informal processes (e.g., discussions during meetings, and site surveys such as the Survey of CE Partnerships, examining relationships with key stakeholders at each socio-ecologic level of our PLUS Consortium Conceptual Framework that guided our research (Brady, 2018) assisted in determining the types and strength of connections with various communities at each site, with an eye towards representation across various demographics, life experiences, life course stages, and socio-ecologic levels.

As relationships deepened with community members and stakeholders, and as our engagement progressed, individuals were invited to be Rapid Assessment Partners (RAPs) with whom we collaborated on multiple issues over time (resources were moved from community conversations to support RAPs). When a request was made by PLUS research work groups for community input on research activities, each center’s CE specialists coordinated to connect individually or in groups with local RAPs to obtain input and insight into the question at hand. With our emphasis on valuing local knowledge, needs, and practices, we encouraged CE specialists to adapt their approach as appropriate, and allowed for flexibility and adaptation across centers in how this was accomplished. We created feedback loops so that community partners iteratively knew about PLUS activities and saw the results of their contributions. Furthermore, the RedCap tracking database allowed us to organize and maintain records of activities and outcomes. We eventually focused our CE subcommittee work and investigator time into three areas: (1) addressing inclusive recruitment and retention in PLUS research; (2) feasibility and acceptability of planned data collection; and (3) disseminating research findings. Each of these involved bi-directional communication between investigators and community partners, and also allowed investigators to focus their efforts to continue moving consortium research forward.

Building on the success of community advisory boards as a CE mechanism (James et al., 2011; Matthews et al., 2018), RAPs evolved in to a Community Stakeholder Board (CSB), and later a Community Partner Council (CPC), for long-term engagement. This work is complemented by a Young Women’s Health Council (YWHC) that provides ongoing feedback related to our adolescent and young-adult research and capacity-building activities for youth advisors. Moreover, this iterative capacity building also allowed for the development of more participation by community members in the research process; for example, youth participants in the YWHC co-authored a manuscript with PLUS investigators.

**Discussion: Creative Problem Solving to Overcome Speedbumps**

Multi-disciplinary and transdisciplinary research is known to be challenging. Introducing CE approaches to a group of investigators who are not accustomed to using them is bound to raise challenges and requires trust and patience by all involved. Here we describe some of the challenges we encountered and how they were addressed.

**There were varied levels of experience, understanding, expertise, and buy-in across centers and investigators.** While the majority of investigators were enthusiastic about the mission of CE, experience with, commitment to, and/or understanding of CE varied considerably. Some had no CE experience, some had used CE only to encourage recruitment of patients (not community members), and some had experience with community-based participatory action research (widely recognized as a type of community-engaged research that maximizes equal participation from those inside and outside of academia in the research process). Approaches that acknowledge that community members hold expertise and lived experience equal to the academic and clinical expertise of academic investigators can cause discomfort among investigators unfamiliar with CE. This contrasted with the perspective of those
already fluent in CE who wanted to move quickly
to deeper engagement. Preparing to address
inevitable discomfort, the CE team invested time
to educate the consortium on the principles,
methods, and value of CE, including developing
shared understandings of terminology (even across
academic disciplines) and best practices. This
created joint learning experiences for all involved.

**Centers with enthusiasm for CE may not
have experience or built-in capacity.** Some
centers were enthusiastic, yet still early in building
their capacity and skills at CE; other centers did
not have funding for investigators or staff with
CE expertise on their PLUS team. The lack of
built-in resources, expertise, and turnover among
CE staff posed challenges that required sites to
start slow and build up confidence, capacity, and
competence for long-term success. Many sites
were only able to hire CE specialists in year three
of the program after dedicated CE funding was
secured; CE was able to progress more quickly
and deeply once that capacity was there. The CE
specialists learned from each other and developed
tailored CE processes that fit the needs of our
research priorities and diverse communities.

### Table 1. PLUS Community Engagement Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Conversations</strong></td>
<td>A PLUS event in which community members are gathered for the purpose of bi-directional information sharing without asking participants to review requests or materials or provide feedback. Community conversations are informal.</td>
<td>As needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site-Specific CE Specialists</strong></td>
<td>Consortium members, often on a staff level, who serve as a liaison between community members and researchers, providing technical assistance to their site or carrying out CE activities. Site-specific CE specialists are supported by CE investigators and the CE coordinator.</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rapid Assessment Partners (RAPs)</strong></td>
<td>Community members near each site who are engaged to provide research feedback when requested. RAP participation is fluid and on an as needed basis, building broader community familiarity with PLUS teams. As part of our alignment with the pursuit of anti-racist science, which recognizes race and other identities as social constructs, we avoid the formal collection of metrics of social identity but we purposively recruit participants with an eye to diversity of social context and experience.</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Community Stakeholder Board (CSB)</strong></td>
<td>A board comprised of two community member representatives from each of the sites that will inform long-term research agendas and further advance the translation of PLUS research into community-based interventions. The CSB meets twice yearly and was identified in our strategic plan as the outcome of RAPs and early engagement.</td>
<td>Just formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Young Women’s Health Council (YWHC)</strong></td>
<td>The YWHC is a youth advisory board comprised of members aged 14–22 who represent diverse regional and ethnic backgrounds. The group meets virtually on a bi-monthly basis. Meeting agendas are co-created with youth members and PLUS members; time is split between capacity-building activities and discussions to support ongoing PLUS research activities. The YWHC emerged as an engagement activity due to consortium needs.</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resources of CE in the consortium. This is an ongoing commitment as we try to sustain optimal community engagement across all PLUS sites.

For investigators new to CE, we often needed to distinguish qualitative research as a research methodology from CE activities as part of a research approach. Many of the investigators with CE expertise also had expertise in qualitative research. That, plus a lack of familiarity with CE by some consortium members, led to conflation between qualitative research and CE. For the many PLUS investigators with primarily quantitative research experience, the CE team faced an ongoing need to distinguish between qualitative research activities and CE activities. Relevancy of Institutional Review Board (IRB) considerations helped to distinguish when participants were being engaged to explore research phenomenon and when they were being engaged as thought-partners in the research. There was occasional concern that qualitative methods were not as rigorous or meaningful as quantitative approaches which, when combined with skepticism of CE, added to our challenges. Drawing from lessons learned from other academic-community research partnerships, we deepened our commitment to continued conversation about this distinction and about evidence-based best-practice approaches in all-consortium meetings (Coombe et al., 2020; Holzer & Kass, 2015). Value was bolstered when investigators began to see the benefits and insights gained from both qualitative research and CE.

There was discomfort about reciprocity in the research process. CE principles involve reciprocity of ‘giving’ to research participants as we ‘take’ their knowledge and expertise. We committed to sharing the results of the engagement input, and were able to obtain resources to financially compensate partners for their time and contributions. The CE subcommittee was also interested in providing a list of resources for accurate health information and glossary of terms for research participants at the conclusion of their participation, in response to their questions and requests for information. There was concern among some investigators that sharing information on resources would bias the science and/or provide guidance that was not evidence-based. We needed to navigate these new tensions in order to maintain buy-in of community partners, participants, and PLUS investigators. Continued and open dialogue about research practices and assumptions helped us come to shared decisions.

Lessons Learned and Recommendations for Other Consortia

1. **Acknowledge that CE transforms research processes, culture, and norms.** CE necessitates dedication to the development of and commitment to mutually beneficial partnerships that value the expertise of all collaborators. Pauses to seek out and listen to community partners and the commitment to consider and adapt to community partner input can be areas of discomfort for researchers. Flexibility and adaptation to these partnerships should be embraced but balanced with respect to limitations and benefits.

2. **Plan time for ramp-up and maintenance.** Researchers and funding agencies must acknowledge that trust and engagement takes time, resources, and continued effort. Incorporate a timeline and resources for CE build-up and maintenance. Our community conversation and RAP strategies allowed centers to engage with community members while building the relationships and trust that are key mechanisms in CE (Frerichs et al., 2017). The need for time to build and sustain relationships may hold true even in consortia that planned CE from the start.

3. **Appreciate local expertise and ways of interacting.** We trusted CE specialists and centers to determine the best way to select and implement engagement strategies in their communities, which created different approaches across locations and enriched our learning. Consortia should ground their approach in the core principles of CE research, but allow local expertise and strengths to drive engagement strategies (McCloskey et al., 2011).

4. **Recognize that buy-in, infrastructure, and accountability are necessary for success.** CE is a foundational approach to research, and to anti-racist science from the start. The CE team needs to include investigators with decision-making power (including resource allocation) to support advocacy for CE across the team hierarchy. Ideally, CE should be a requirement as part of the request for proposals and built into proposed research budgets. Such requirements allow faster ramp-up of engagement, sustained commitment to community partners, and the formalization of processes by which community feedback and input is both heard and acted upon.
5. **Evaluate, re-assess, and adapt CE during the research process.** Ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness of CE by community partners and investigators will improve and sustain CE. Consortia can reflect on whether and in what way diverse perspectives are considered in foundational research decisions, approaches, and interpretations. This includes reviewing the diversity in partners and seeing what social-ecological perspectives are missing.

6. **Trust that CE can improve your science, inclusiveness, and rigor.** Foundational to CE research is producing research and results that include those most vulnerable or who are typically excluded (i.e., inclusion as a form of rigor). Our CE approach helped us create approaches and materials that were acceptable, effective, relevant, and inclusive of diverse study participants and communities affected by bladder health issues.

7. **Ground your CE activities in anti-racist principles.** While many research consortia are committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion, CE is a critical strategy for demonstrating such a commitment. Assumptions about representation and inclusion should be discussed and challenged. The opportunity to conduct anti-racist science is enhanced when diverse investigators are included, and when community members are engaged from initiation through dissemination of the research.

**Conclusion**

Building capacity to sustain community-engaged research within transdisciplinary research consortia requires continuous commitment, ongoing expertise and skill development, and long-term flexibility and learning—similar to any other research methodology. PLUS built a multi-tiered engagement infrastructure with the expectation that our needs would evolve. We progressed from community conversations to RAPs to the establishment of our CSB. We were compelled to intentionally integrate anti-racism to more fully ground our CE in anti-racist practice. We struggled with the implicit bias in the academy that community expertise is not valued for research.

We developed and onboarded new consortium members who were interested or had expertise in CE, advocated for more diversity in investigators, and laid out a long-term goal and the steps needed to succeed. However, orienting new members is an ongoing challenge and need, which is why the infrastructure and formalization of CE within consortium practice is critical to sustaining this approach. When CE is integrated with research protocol development, it is likely to be impactful and sustained, and awareness will be high across consortium members. That said, we had to work within the existing capacities and help grow them, informing the science with CE as we progressed—while at the same time moving toward deeper engagement in the long run. As with many CE efforts, building relationships and trust within the consortium and with community members was essential to solid community engagement and longer-term impact.

Although challenging, with informed effort and a strategic approach, research consortia can effectively incorporate community engagement into their research, infrastructures, and approaches. Building shared languages and flexible approaches can facilitate the engagement across sites that benefits the responsiveness and rigor in our science. The benefit to this work is clear. With a solid CE infrastructure in place for PLUS, we were able to actualize our transdisciplinary research goals of producing evidence to inform the prevention of lower urinary tract symptoms and promoting bladder health equity for all women and girls.
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